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Arkansas CASH 3 is a lottery game played in Arkansas where the player buys a ticket for a dollar 
and attempts to match a three-number sequence between 000 and 999 to a drawn number for 
a Jackpot that is $500 for exact match draw tickets.  While this is a game of chance, there are 
plenty of people with advice on how to beat the game and walk away with a cash prize, well 
110 Arkansans were listening last night.  Prizes paid out for last night’s CASH 3 drawing totaled 
over $27,500. 

Some players feel that there is a reason some numbers inevitably show up more often and they 
choose to put their money with the hot numbers, well the hot numbers in Arkansas last night 
were 777. Lottery strategy websites contain hit frequency analysis programs where players can 
search for whether their specific numbers are hot and what numbers are not.  Arkansas CASH 3 
offers the thrill of the draw daily, this is the game where those savvy players watch and play 
those lucky number hunches.  

Some players choose to buy CASH 3 (and CASH 4) tickets based on studying trends that, they 
believe predict the outcome.  In truth, every single ticket bought for a lottery game drawing has 
exactly the same equal chance to win, as every other ticket purchased for that drawing.  Until 
the drawing takes place all tickets for the drawing are positively equal, but from the first 
number drawn those equal odds start to change into groups of players with tickets that match 
the numbers drawn.   CASH 3 is a daily played game, in Arkansas, with different ways to win a 
prize from $40 to $500.  The odds of winning one of those prize’s range from 1 in 167 to 1 in 
1,000, some of the best odds of winning a prize, in a lottery game offered anywhere.  A single 
draw play ticket is offered at fifty cents or one dollar for a chance to win up to $250 for the 50 
cents play or $500 for the $1.00 play, based on how the ticket is played. 

In the Arkansas CASH 3 evening drawing, Wednesday June 25th,  the lucky numbers 7 – 7 – 7 
were drawn, this anomaly is called TRIPS, for triple numbers.  Since the Arkansas Scholarship 



Lottery started the CASH 3 game, December 14th, 2009, the combination of 777 has come up 
only two other times in Arkansas CASH 3 history.  It has never come up in Arkansas CASH 4 
(7777) history. 

There has been 3074 separate Arkansas CASH 3 drawings, since December 14, 2009.  In all 
those separated Arkansas CASH 3 drawings TRIPS (triple number drawn), have only been drawn 
twenty-two (22) other times. These are the only other triple number sets ever drawn in 
Arkansas CASH 3:  000=1 – 111=3 – 222=3 – 333=3 – 444=3 – 555=1 – 666=3 -777=2 – 888=3 – 
999=0 
 
It's as easy as 1-2-3! 

Playing Arkansas CASH 3 is easy.  It's the game where you can play today and get paid today. 
 You can win a top prize of $500 with a $1 Straight play, or increase your chances of winning 
with a Box, Straight/Box, or Combo play.  So many options to try! Simply select you’re lucky 
numbers and play it your way any day – twice a day (Evening only on Sunday).  Midday and 
evening drawings offer two chances to play - and win!  Arkansas CASH 3 game information, play 
rules and regulations are posted at all lottery retail locations and at myarkansaslottery.com 

There was no top prize winner in the Natural State Jackpot Wednesday night, tonight’s Jackpot is now 
$210,000.  Mega Millions® Jackpot Friday is estimated at $33 Million and the Saturday night Powerball® 
Jackpot is estimated to be $80 Million. 

 
Good Luck and thanks for playing Arkansas, 
 
K. Kevin McCarthy 
The Future is here in an Instant! 
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